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Sunday service: 10:30 am

Rector’s Ramblings

In 2017 we begin our celebration of the Church of Our Saviour’s
150th anniversary and yet the official birthday of our church is
March 22, 1868. That’s because the church was built first in a
burst of enthusiasm by Amos A. Lawrence and the paperwork to
make the building an Episcopal Church was signed a year later
in 1868. So we will make it a two year celebration. Can you help?
Let me know! What can we do to make it fascinating and fun
celebration?
For years I’ve listened to an old, scratchy AM radio station
called WJIB in Cambridge that has no news or commercials
but just plays schmaltzy 1940s-1970s music non-stop. I play the
station day and night in our kitchen. I have found that having
Perry Como in the background at breakfast and dinner somehow
makes children calm and behave just a bit better. And it’s nice
to know that your children know the lyrics to song like ‘Catch a
Falling Star’. (they’re not wearing sweater vests like Perry did, but
hey, you can’t have everything) When all the world seems to so
full of turmoil, I think it’s important to regulate how much media
saturation we expose ourselves to. It can really throw off your
prayer life after awhile don’t you think? What do you do to stay
grounded in ‘That peace which passeth all understanding’? What
calms your mind down in these times? I have some small books
of simple and practical prayers. Let me know if you’d like one.
We are always looking at new tenants to rent our spaces at
Church of Our Saviour. It helps with money for the budget and
brings people onto the property which is always good. Presently
we’re looking at a Nursery School. It would be a joy to have the
energy and noises of children and parents here on weekdays. In
addition, there are always a few start-up churches looking to rent
our parish hall on Sunday afternoon. Last year we said no to a
Cat Cafe (where people come in and mingle with cats) and a
late night discotheque. Both seemed problematic in one way or
the other. John the Baptist said of Jesus ‘He must grow bigger
and I must grow smaller’ In much the same way, It’s hard to find
tenants that won’t over-shadow us up with their own doings and
events. But we keep looking.
Yesterday we celebrated the feast of the Conversion of Saint
Paul, that is, the day that God called him to be witness to Jesus
Christ especially to the Gentile world. -but what about us?
Because of our baptism, because of our belief in Christ , we too
are called to be witnesses. But witnesses to what? Witnesses to
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belief in the life and purpose of Christ surely, but.. in translation
that means we are also to be champions of the causes of God, and
especially to witness against evil and for goodness in this age we
live in..right now. How are you being a witness to Christ? What
does it mean for Church of Our Saviour to be a witness to Christ.
We’ll be exploring that in our Adult Ed. Forums in the coming
weeks.

The Next Fifty Years Campaign Update
Timothy Harwood, Junior Warden

On Saturday, June 4, 2016 more than 30 Church of Our Saviour
parishioners gathered in the back yard of the house of Steve
and Susan Williams to learn more about The Next Fifty Years
Campaign. Timed to coincide with the 150th anniversary of the
parish in 2017–18, the campaign has four primary goals:
• Decrease costs by installing updated heating equipment, adding insulation and doing preventive maintenance on the Church
before repairs get more expensive. A start has already been made
by installing new heating equipment in the Church and switching to gas heat from oil.
• Increase income by improving the attraction of the Parish
House to renters. Plans include preventing flooding in the basement, installing air conditioning in some spaces and upgrading
the electrical system.
• Adding to the parish’s endowment fund, which provides essential support to all the parish’s operations.
• Support the work of the Haiti mission, which supports teachers’ salaries as well as school supplies and lunches for elementary
school children at an Episcopalian church school in Haiti.
The work entailed, which is described in a brief campaign
brochure available to anyone who asks for one, is estimated to
cost from $460–500,000. That sounds daunting, especially when
that amount is in addition to what we pledge each year, but we
are delighted that 22 parishioners have already stepped up with
pledges totaling nearly $275,000. An additional 13 members have
expressed an interest in the camaign, and we will be sending
them additional information soon. If you’d like to learn more
about the goals of The Next Fifty Years Campaign, please contact
the Rector, Joel Ives, Senior Warren Douglas Skillins or Junior
Warden Timothy Harwood. Thanks!
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Altar Guild News
Joan Young, Directress

The Altar Guild is most grateful for the marvelous turnout we
had this year on December 10 to help make our church beautiful
for the Christmas season. Altar Guild members Bev Cleathero,
Debra Wasiowicz, Ginger Lawrence, Gwen Wilcox, Lisa Shaw,
Liza Connelly, Anne Power, Maude Terry and Joan Young were
there to organize and lead others in the process. In spite of seeming a bit chaotic at times we get it done. Special thanks goes to
David Lawrence who gathered up a super brass-polishing team of
Debra Wasiowicz, Abbott Lawrence and Ginger Lawrence. Our
brass looks magnificent! In addition to the Altar Guild we were
joined by Peter Foersterling, Fred Grant, Tim Harwood, Susan
Lawrence, Amanda Lawrence Amanda Swinchoski, Upty Clouse,
Alice Bray, Lynn Hoyer, Jim Terry and the junior set Amos and
Estelle Lawrence, Riley Clouse and Louisa Swinchoski. Garlands
were hung and wreaths placed inside and outside. Sconces with
candles were placed on the pillars. Jim Terry and Gwen Wilcox
vacuumed everything in sight and we were ready for the service of
Lessons and Carols.
On December 17 Beverly Cleathero, Debra Wasiowicz, Gwen
Wilcox. Liza Connelly, Anne Power and Joan Young of the

Brad and Susan Drury all chipped in to take down sconces,
wreaths and garlands. Jim Terry vacuumed and vacuumed until
nary a speck of poinsettia droppings remained! All the poinsettias were placed on the stage upstairs for the Brookline Scots
to enjoy at their 12th Night Party. They had lasted through six
services and we are very grateful to all of you who generously
contributed to our lovely display. Thank you one and all!

Church School News
Amanda Swinchowki

We have been happy and busy with lots of wonderful traditions from making the Advent Wreath, Cleaning and Greening
in preparation for Christmas as well as Lessons and Carols. The
New Year brings the Epiphany Pageant which is also a very
special tradition that we love to share with the congregation.
We are then looking forward to hosting our next Middle School
Youth Group Friday January 20th, a visit with the Bishop on
Sunday January 29th, and then not long after we are having our
first Dinners for 16 in the church hall on Friday February 3rd.
Altar Guild were joined by Fred Grant, David Lawrence. Peter
Foersterling, and Bob Young (the Holy Folder of bulletins) to put
up the finishing touches and add red bows on the wreaths. Sarah
Vance had the very capable helping hand of David Eckel bringing
in and placing the lovely poinsettias along with Karen Skillins
and Laura Madden from the Flower Guild and Peter Foersterling
who has also taken on the task of watering them.
Thank you to all of you (and anyone I may have missed) for
pitching in with the usual good humor. I don’t know how we
would do it all without your help. It’s always nice to see new
faces and I strongly urge others to join us at the next Festival
Decorating event.
And then the Epiphany Cleanup! Following the service on
Sunday, Jan 8, several parishioners joined the Altar Guild to
dismantle all the Christmas decorations. Deacon Tom did a
superb job of wrapping up and boxing the crèche and figures.
Fred Grant, Lynn Hoyer, Betsey Dalbeck, Susan and David
Lawrence, Bob Young, Marion Severynse and Larry Philbrick,
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Adult Forums and Books
Jim Michmerhuizen

For several years, we’ve been engaging in discussion forums at
Church of Our Saviour after the morning worship. Well, after
the coffee hour that’s after the service. Most recently, Merritt
Harrison took us through a five-week survey of Paul’s letter to the

Romans. Then he drew our attention to the books listed below.
• Bruce Chilton, Rabbi Paul
• Harvey Cox, The Future of Faith
• Robin Meyers, The Underground Church
We’ve found them to be profoundly invigorating. Each of these
authors says important things to us as we read and discuss them
in the Sunday adult-ed forums.
Chilton’s book is, quite simply, a biographical study of St.
Paul. The publisher—Doubleday—writes
Rabbi Paul is at once a compelling, highly readable
biography and a window on how Jesus’ message was
transformed into a religion embraced by millions
around the world. Drawing on Paul’s own writings
as well as historical and scholarly documents about
his life and times, Chilton portrays an all-too-human
saint who helped to create both the most beautiful
and the most troublesome aspects of the Church.
The book is furnished with a timeline, notes, and an annotated
list of sources (not quite a formal bibliography, but for readers like
me that’s plenty). Chilton’s prose is unpretentious, colloquial, and
clearly written.
Regarding Harvey Cox’s The Future of Faith, Wikipedia notes
that
Cox retired in September 2009 in a well-publicized
ceremony and celebration. His new book, The Future
of Faith, was released to coincide with his retirement.
The Future of Faith explores three important trends
in Christianity’s 2,000 years. He views the religion’s first three centuries as the Age of Faith, when
followers simply embraced the teachings of Jesus.
Then came the Age of Belief, in which church leaders
increasingly took control and set acceptable limits on
doctrine and orthodoxy. But the last 50 years, Cox
contends, welcomed in the Age of the Spirit, in which
Christians have begun to ignore dogma and embrace
spirituality, while finding common threads with other
religions.
The forums generated lively discussion of this thesis. Most of us
have little experience outside the “mainstream” American denominations; Cox has a great deal of such experience, and it is quite
overwhelming to hear what he has to say about them and the new
“Age of the Spirit” that they exhibit.
Against that background, Meyers’ The Underground Church
presents us with a manifesto for this Age of the Spirit. Robin
Meyers is an ordained minister in the UCC and a professor of
philosophy at Oklahoma City University. His book is a sustained
call/sermon/argument/prayer for new life amongst Christians.
If you skip everything else, you must at least read the last ten
pages, from 247-256. They begin with a poem from Wendell Berry.
(I’ve known and loved Wendell Berry for a long time, but was not
aware of this piece.) He names it “Manifesto: the Mad Farmer
Liberation Front”. Give it a read.
We’ll be continuing to examine these authors, and the issues
they raise for us, during the New Year. Do participate! See you in
the large classroom after coffee hour.

A look back

As we head into the Church of Our Saviour’s 150th year, let’s
celebrate our parish’s beginnings by sharing colorfully written
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excerpts from an article written in the mid 60’s by a former
COOS rector, the Rev. George Blackman, PhD titled, The
House That Amos Built:
“And this story begins when Amos Adams Lawrence, a
Boston merchant, and his brother William, a Boston doctor,
themselves yielded to that charm [moving out to the suburbs
of Boston], and in 1850 purchased ninety acres of the Cottage
Farms in that part of Brookline where the land sloped in an easy
sweep to the marshy verge of the Charles river and the Back
Bay. It was only two miles from Boston; but as Amos Lawrence
wrote to his uncle in Paris; it was so deep in the coutry that it
might as well have been twenty.
In those days the Cottage farm was aptly named. When the
Lawrences bought it there was only one house on it and very
few neighbors. Amos Lawrence had a Gothic “cottage built for
hi, in 1851 (looking at it now, where it looms on the corner of Ivy
and Carlton Streets, one realizes that the old line “from cottage
to castle” sometime simplied a less sweeping coverage of the
social spectrum than might at first appear.)
For several years, therefore, Longwood Episcopalians had
no choice but to drive across the Neck to Boston to church
[as the only church in the neighborhood was the Sears family
Chapel which practiced a form of worship Blackman described
as idiosyncratic]. St. Paul’s Episcopal Church in Brookline...
was situated on the side of the hill overlooking the Village
section of the town, but was too far away from Longwood to be
readily accessible, so that it did little to improve the situation.
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To function properly in those days a church had to be within
comfortable walking distance of the homes of the congregation. Families who customarily sat down to a cold Sunday
dinner in order to give the cook and maids a day of rest could
not with good conscience deprive coachman and groom(if they
had them) of similar rest in order to be driven to the morning
and afternoon services and the Sunday school sessions which
all parishioners in those days accepted as their proper Sunday
obligation to attend....Faced with the prospect of walking to
church along dusty or muddy roads...most families preferred to
stay at home...
The Lawrence brothers undertook the building [of a church]
on their own...and the rector of St. Paul’s...readily consented
to form a second parish in the town...a Boston architect,Alexander Esty, was given the task of designing the building; and
in March, 1867, Dr. William Lawrence was ready to submit the
proposal to the Bishop [which was accepted and then withdrawn due to pressure from influential St. Paul parishioners
and Vestry. Amos Lawrence assumed leadership and fired off
a forceful letter of reply to the Bishop and gathered protest
strength by aligning with dissident members of St. Paul’s Vestry.
By May 1867, the architect was ordering building supplies and
building commenced that summer and fall.]
‘By January 1868, things were far enough along for the first
rector officially to accept a call to the new parish, which, it was
already decided to bear the name of the Church of Our Saviour.
He was a young man of 28, the Reverend Elliot Tomkins of
Northampton, Massachusetts. In his photographs he looks like
an amiable anteater; but it is clear from subsequent history that
he was a sensitive, imaginative man with real gifts as a preacher
and as a reader, one of the best Evangelicals of the old school...”
[Prior to his acceptance, Dr. William Lawrence had described
his vision of COOS]:
“We hope to open the Church of Our Saviour on or about
March 15th next, and there is a very reasonable hope of our
doing so. We should like to have our clergyman here at that
date, settled and ready for his work. The Church has been built
by my brother Mr. Amos A. Lawrence and myself, but not
wishing to be entire owners of the property (always an objectionable feature), we propose to admit persons to ownership in
pews on very moderate terms, and thus secure their interest and
cooperation.”
...”The exterior was not finished by the middle of March
as he had hoped; but by March 22nd the interior was ready for
use a week later than planned; and on that Sunday morning,
although a Saturday night blizzard has so filled the roads with
snow that most of the people must have had to walk to church,
some hundred worshippers gathered for the first service to be
held in the new building.
As they plowed through the drifts to the field where the
church had been placed…those first worshippers can hardly fail
to have been pleased by what they saw. The new church was in
the best Victorian taste both inside and out. The style was somewhere between Early English…and what would be described
now as Middle Pointed. But the architect was not building a
Gothic reconstruction, and in settling on details, had obviously
felt free to adopt whatever caught his fancy no matter what the
country or period of its origin. The nave was certainly English in
feeling, for example; but the three-sided apse was not so much
English as French. And exotic curves of the lancet windows in

the chancel were positively Moorish. The capitals of the nave
pillars were a kind of “baptized Corinthian” with crosses nestling amid the deeply cut oak leaves.
The exterior was of stone throughout, but the interior ws
all lath and plaster, even to the columns supporting the pointed
arches. In fact, the columns themselves were hollow, and at a
later date each one was to be fitted with a hinged door at the
base ingeniously placed so that one could reach the gas pipe that
was run up inside the column to branch out in a series of jets
just above the capitals themselves. (Years later, when electricity
replaced gas, these jets were removed leaving however, a series
of pipe ends-like spikes- two or three inches long protruding
in a ring at the top of the columns; and parishioners of recent
vintage have sometimes been overheard calling the attention to
the “interesting Crown-of-Thorns motif ” on the pillars.) The
interior was painted green of a suitability ecclesiastical tint:
that is, nearer mal-de-mer than eau-de-Nil, with lots of blue
in it to depress the emotions. Pews and altar were of walnut.
The font was thoroughly Evangelical and avowedly Pauline in
inspiration. A massive block of granite in the shape of a cross,
it had a depressions hollowed out of the top where the brass
baptismal bowl could be placed. No one in Longwood using
that could ever be in doubt that--as St. Paul had written--”so
many of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ were baptized
into his death.” The font was placed, furthermore, in the most
conspicuous position right at the center of the crossing in front
of the chancel steps where litany desks are now more commonly
placed, so that every parishioner had to brush by it in going
up to the altar rail for communion. The windows were glazed
with painted glass done in grisaille pattern-letting in a creamy,
gray light-flecked here and there with greens and reds, a type
now found only in the most antiquated Pullman cars and long
since removed from most churches. The floor, which was of soft
pine, was covered with fresh straw matting. The total effect was
warm, quietly cheerful, and very light-very pleasant on a cold
winter’s morning; and as they left the church to struggle home
for dinner before struggling back again (as most of them did)
for the afternoon service, the first parishioners of the Church
of Our Saviour – whether or not they were aware of the quiet
battle that had attended its birth – most agreed to a man that
the house that Amos built – Amos and William, that is – was
a good house, and they must have been grateful and wished it
well. Nearly a century later their spiritual descendants do the
same.”

Shirley Holmes

Shirley Holmes has left a bequest of $20,000. to the Church of
Our Saviour. Do you remember Shirley? If so, let me know. I
only met her once or twice. She died on October 1, 2016 at the age
of 90. Shirley lived a long, active life.” We give thanks and praise
for Shirley’s generosity. Please consider remembering Church of
Our Saviour in your estate planning.

